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The subject of this paper was suggested by Assistant Pro-
fessor C. F. Garland of the Mechanical Engineering Department
of the University of California* It Is an outgrowth of a grad-
uate course In the dynamics of machinery presented at the Uni-
versity*
Any maohlne having a rotor Is usually considered to be,
In some degree, unbalanced. Therefore there will be a speed
(or speeds) at which resonance will occur dr -> to the frequency
of the perlodlo foroe of the unbalanced rotor coinciding with
the natural frequencies of the system concerned, suoh speeds
are termed resonant or critical speeds. The mountings of most
machines are flexible In some measure. Kven If the Immediate
foundation be considered absolutely rigid either the building
or the ground upon which It rests may possess flexibility.
In most cases this flexibility Is not sufficient to appreciably
affect the critical speed of the machine. There are cases, how-
ever. In which the mountings are relatively quite flexible for
instance a dlesel engine placed In a submarine.
It Is possible that the flexible mounting would be a
source of trouble. But it Is also both conceivable and possible
that the resulting phenomenon be put to advantageous use. Thus
In one case a turbine was found to be operating rerj near Its
critical speed. The critical speed was then changed to a value
removed from the proximity of the operating speed by making the
supporting structure more elastic.
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4Stodola (reference 3) mentions the possibility of the reso-
nance of a rotor and its foundation* He concludes that the "sym-
pathetic vibrations'1 will not lead to violent vibrations. Hort
(reference 5) considers the problem in relation to the transfer
of the machine vibrations to the foundations* He shows that at
resonant speeds a large amount of energy is absorbed by the vib-
rating foundation* lodgers (reference 6) gives equations for the
amplitude of vibration of such a system in a general discussion
of factors affecting orltlcal speeds* Timoshenko (reference 2)
considers the critical speeds of a machine somewhat similar to
that taxen up In this article.
In conducting the investigation for this paper amplitudes
of vibration of an unbalanced rotor on a flexible mounting were
measured at various speeds* Then the amplitudes of vibration were
again measured over the same range of speeds with the mounting
dm rigid* Curves of the amplitude versus speed were plotted.
This procedure was repeated for various values of the mass of the
rotor and of the elastic constant of the mounting. At certain
well defined speeds the amplitudes were found to be quite large.
These particular speeds are the "resonant speeds" on which this
study is focused.
Theoretical equations were then derived for the amplitude of
vibration of the rotor by considering the apparatus as a coupled
two body system with two degrees of freedom excited by the centri-
fugal force of the unbalanced rotor. The effect of friction was
neglected. The expression for the resonant speeds was obtained
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5quantity was obtained by dividing these resonant speedn by the
expression for the critical speed of the rotor when the mounting
is rigid* Curves were plotted from the expression thus obtained
using as a variable the ratio of the mass of the rotor to the
mass of the part of the supporting structure thai vibrates and
using as a parameter the ratio of the elastic constant of the
mount lag to the elastic constant of the rotor* The derivations
of all expressions used are presented under the heading ''Deriva-
tion Of Equations".
the experimental and theoretical results are shown on curve
sheets 1 and 2. The problem of this paper is considered in the
various references as before mentioned* >ut in no reference that
was consulted is there any consideration of a comparison of the
experimental and theoretical results*
The flexibility of tae mounting of the apparatus U3ed for
experimentation could be varied in the vertical plane only*
Therefore this paper is limited to consideration of vibrations
in the vertical plane.

(1} An unbalanced rotor on an elastic shaft carried by an
elastic mounting has two resonant (critical) speeds* Both of
these speeds are different from the one critical speed of the same
rotor on a rigid mounting*
(2) Of the two critical speeds of a rotor with an elastic
mounting one Is above and one below the critical speed of the
same rotor with a rigid mounting.
(3) The two critical speeds of a rotor with elastic mount-
ing correspond to the two natural frequencies of an elastloally
coupled two mass system*
(4) for oach of the two critical speeds the ratio of critical
speed with flexible mounting to the critical speed with rigid
mounting increases with Increase of the ratio of the mass of the
rotor to the mass of the base* (See curve sheets 1 and ?•)
(5) For each of the critical speeds the ratio of critical
speed with flexible mounting to the critical speed with rigid
mounting Increases with increase in the ratio of the elastic con-
stant of the flexible mounting to the elastic constant of the
rotor* (See curve sheets 1 and 2«)
(6) The effect of damping on the numerical value of the









The following description refers to figures 1 and 2.
In assembly ing the apparatus a concrete foundation A, 25
Inches high, was oast* Imbedded In the foundation and extending
18 Inches above It are six 1-lnoh bolts B. Between the rows of
bolts a 3/8 -Inch steel plate was placed and leveled. Two fr-lnoh
steel bars £ and F f 5 Inches wide and 72 Inches long* and spaced
by a 30-lnoh length of 12-inch I beam were damped to the found-
ation by means of the channel sections H f the plate G and the
bolts >• Thus the bars D and T act as cantilever springs and
supply flexibility to the mounting. The length of the springs
can be varied by sliding them relative to the foundation after
releasing the pressure on them/
A vertical member J is attached to the free ends of the
springs 1/ and F by meanc of conical pivots K. The base H is
secured to the top of the vertical piece J and is braced by
bars of *-lneh angle Iron H. The base is made of two sections
of 2-inch angle iron joined together with webs of l/8-lnch
plate weiaed in place. A J—inch slot extending the length of
the base provides an anchorage for the bolts which hold the
motor and bearing pedestals in place.
The c-horsepower motor is P.C. shunt wound snd has a
rated ap^ed of 1750 r.p.m. The shaft of the motor Is connected
to the shaft earrylng the rotor by a short section of i-inch
rubber tubing. This provides a satisfactory flexible coupling.










9diameter. It is supported by two self-aliening ball bearingr
which are ?8 3/8 inohes between centers* The bearings are sup-
ported in pedestals R.
The rotor 3 mounted at the center of the shaft is made up
of suitable end pieces and a variable number of annular brass
discs. The end pieces are 4 inches in diameter and have four
i-inoh holes tqrUftllf spaced at a radius of lj inohes from the
center* Set screws in the collars of the end pieces secure the
rotor to the shaft. The brass discs of the rotor are 4 inohes
In diameter with a section 2 inohes in diameter removed and with
four t-inch holes placed the same as in the end pieces. The discs
and end rd^ces are held together by means of bolts through the
-inch holes. Thus the several discs form a hollow rotor. This
reduces the restraint on the bending of the shaft. In order to
stake the rotor unbalanced only three bolts are used to hold it
t3?ether.
A 50-ohm rheostat is used in the armature circuit to con-
trol the speed of the motor.
A "strobotac", manufactured by the General Radio company,
is used for measuring speeds of the rotor. A hand tachometer was
used on preliminary runs. It was discarded when it was found that
the speed of the rotor changed 20 or more r.p.m. when the tacho-
meter was applied to the end of the shaft.
A dial guage is used to measure deflections of the base* It
is placed at the free end of the lower cantilever spring D and
held in position by a stand which Is made fast to the floor.
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When It 1« ceaired to secure the mounting rigidly a section
of 4-inch channel beam bent at right angles la bolted to the bottom
of the vertioal piece J and to a fitting |ft the floor. This gives
a practically non-flexible mounting* No motion of the eprlnga la





The elastic constant of the mounting was varied by changing
the length of the flat Oars that serve as springs* The mass of
the rotor was varied by changing the number of brass discs used.
fir each change of either spring constant of the mounting or
of mass of the rotor the following procedure was carried out* At
various speeds from 100 to 1500 r*p*m* the amplitudes of vibration
of the mounting and of the rotor were measured and recorded* ach
of these runs was made with both Increasing and decreasing values
of speed* The intervals of speed at which readings were made de-
pended on the proximity of the critical speed* At the critical
speeds several checks of the speed and amplitude were made to in-
sure greater accuracy*
Then with the base made rigid the speeds and amplitudes of
vibration were measured and recorded with both increasing and de-
creasing values of speed*
A cathetometer was used to measure the amplitude of the
rotor* The instrument used had a least count of .0001 foot* Be-
fore starting a run a zero position was fixed by sighting the
eathetometer at the topmost point on the rotor and then slowly
rotating the rotor to check Its position* Then at any desired
speed the highest point of the rotor during vibration was sighted
with the eathetometer* The difference between the two readings
was recorded as the amplitude of vibration*
In obtaining the deflections of the base a dial guage with
a least count of *001 inch was placed at the outer end of the
lower spring* Thus at any speed the total movement of the base
was read on the indicator*
lit
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Speeds of revolution of the rotor were measured with a
"Strobotac". This Instrument was calibrated and kept regulated
to read correctly.
The method used to determine the elastic constant of the
shaft will be explained with the aid of figure 3« A loop of
fine wire A was hung from the middle of the shaft. Various
known weights were attached to the wire at . ,hen the dial
guage C placed at the middle of the shaft indicated the de-
flections caused by the weights* Srom the values obtained a
curve of deflection versus applied weight was plotted, Ihen
from this plot the elastic constant of the shaft was readily
computed. Points on the curve were checked by rotating the
shaft to different positions For each change of the weights.
(see curve 3he»et 3»)
The elastic constant of the mounting was determined
a somewhat similar method. Figure 4 shows the apparatus ased.
A screw Jack A was placed on the platform of the scales B.
The top of the jack was made to exert force on the bottom of
the vertical piece C which Is attached to the cantilever
springs D« Then as force was increased by extending the jack
It was measured by the scales. The deflection of the springs
was indicated by the dial guage I* This guage was held on stand
which was seoured to the floor. Values obtained by this
method were checked by deflecting tae springs in the opposite
direction with known weights placed on top of vertical piece 8«
Then a curve was plotted with deflection versus applied force

i3
Apparatus For £«termlnlng The Elastic Constant Cf The Shaft
Figure 3
Apparatus for determining The Slaatie Constant uf The Mounting
uro 4
m «
uas coordinates* From this curve the elastic constant of the
mounting was computed* This procedure was repeated for each




In making the der 1 j.i of the theoretical ii
for the natural frequencies of the system under consideration
the following conditions were considered to hoi
(1) The shaft and the cantilever iprlitgf ar^ of uniform
cross-section and homogeneous material.
(2) The shaft and the cantilever springs obey Hooke'e law
throughout the range over which they are deflected.
(3) In computing frequencies the effect of the distributed
mass of the shaft may be accounted for by considering 17/35 of
its amount to be concentrated at its middle with the rotor.
This assumes a static deflection curve, (Reference 2* page 85.)
(4) In computing frequencies the effect of the distributed
mass of the cantilever springs may be accounted for by consider-
ing 33/l *Q of their amount to be concentrated at their free end.
This assumes a static deflection curve. (Reference 2, nage 36.)
(5) Steady state motion prevails for all considerations
taken up in this paper.
(65 Tamping Is negligible
Considering the system to be compound with t??o decree* of
freedom it may be represented diagrammatically as in figure 5«
The following symbols, subscripts, and units are used:
m, - mass of rotor including proper parties of shaft
—
lbs. see?/ln.
k, - elastic constant of shaft—lbs. /in.















Diagrammatic Representation of the System




a. - amplitude of vibration of rotor—Inches
p
- mass of base including proper portion of cantilever
springa—lb a. aecf/in.
k^ - elaatlo constant of the mounting—lb a • /in.2
y - diaplacement of baae—lnchea
ap
- amplitude of vibration of baae—lnchea
e - diatanoe between geometrical center of rotor and ita
center of gravity—lnchea
oo - frequency of the exciting force—radiana/aec.
2
m,eu) ain t - exciting force due to unbalanced rotor
Then conaidering the aolution for the amplitudea of vibra-
tion for the ateady atate* t he following force equatione may be
written for the two masses:
"^l^l"3^ m^euraineot * m^ (1)
k1(j1 -y2 ) ~ V2 = m2^2 (2)
Assume as solutions:
yl
= aislnurt ?£* a2ainu*
Then
y^a
-a^rsina^ y2= -a2^ ainufc
Subatltutlng theae valuea in equationa 1 and 2,
-k^a^inuit + x^againwt +• m^euTain t= -m^a^iain t (3)
J^a^ainuft - k^agSinuJt - k^a^alntot = -m2a2co aln*ot (4)
Let a)t = V2. Then einuit«
a
l* Substituting in equationa
3 and 4 f















(fc, - m.u£) - a.X c mau?hi i
"Y'i * , l **» " **« « B
solving for a^ by roans of a determinant >
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(7)
If t:x. denoainatar or the l&et expreealon ia equ&l to aero
the value of &x become Infinite* This eorx^aponda to & reso-
nant sp**ed«
thus, iic • a.tu ) ti- • k^ - a uj3 ) • fc* «
expanding and dividing through by u^m^,
4
7isii.fei.JBi\ w , *Vj&
A«2 «*T *iJ t *i»a
kikp
**' —
Solving by the quadratlo equation
»
2
>[(^)+\ 5i^|iii _ 5J&JE?SU ».iS^ 85! Vfc
(8)
Tn ? iloilleea exnre I for t0/ujo





of equation 8 by \|k /n • where u>»« \[k /ra which is the oritlcal
•peed of the rotor when the mounting it rigid.
U>0
Then substitute ?4 3 a^/ m^ and I s kg/ k^,
co -
U)o
\U[<« \ I f •<•') 1 \J(W f l) 2 +K(P^ - 2M) f k2**/ (9)
•±L
/ 1 tin)] |
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The agreement of the experimental values of resonant fre-
quency with the computed values is very good as shown by curve
sheets 1 and t« The percentage difference of the experimentally
found points from the computed curves varies from .5% to h*5%
with an average value of slightly less than 2£«
The near agreement of the points and the curves Is con-
sidered as Justification of the assumption that a rotor on an
elastic shaft supported on an elastic mounting may he considered,
in the ideal case, to be an elastically coupled two body system
with two degrees of freedom in so far as vertical motion is
concerned.
There are several reasons for the differences between the
experimental and theoretical values of resonant frequencies.
Personal and instrumental errors are always likely. It was, in
some cases, difficult to measure the exact critical speed. This
happened when the speed at which the amplitude of vibration of
the rotor was unstable. In such Instances the rotor would reach
its greatest amplitude only momentarily and then go through the
resonant oondltlon and settle down to smooth running at a much
higher speed. Another possible reason for the differences be-
tween the experimental and theoretical values is that friction
and damping were present in various parts of the apparatus.
The bearings were self-aligning but there was some friction in
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There la a alight error (about Xi) produced In the formulas
for critical speeds when portions of the shaft and of the canti-
lever aprlnga are considered concentrated at points in order to
correct for the distributed mass of theae prrta of the experi-
mental apparatua. (See reference 2, paffe86..<
The rotor tends to atlffen the shaft thereby reducing ita
effective length. Alao the alight bearing restraint has the
same effect. The flexibility of the bearing pedestal a and of
the base holding them tends to increase the effective length of
the shaft. These two effects have apparently, at least partially,
offset each other since by using the actual length of the ahaft
olose agreement of experimental and theoretical results was ob-
tained.
As noted in the derivation of equations damping waa con-
sidered as having a negligible effect on the valuea of the orlti-
oal speeds. However in too preliminary work the effect of damp-
ing waa considered and investigated at some length. Den Hartog
(reference A, page 107) shows that relatively large valuea of the
damping coefficient have little effect on the critioal speeds.
\m aagnitudea of the damping coefficients for the shaft and for
the cantilever springs were obtained and found to be quite small.
These values are tabulated on tnc data sheets.
in the analysis carried out, in this paper vibrations in
the vertical direction only are consider .w* I it should be
notec that zx various speeds the shaft waa foui.. vibrate with
the greateet amplitude in tne horizontal plane. At still other
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speeds the greatest amplitude of vibration was at an angle be*
tween the vertical and the horizontal, vhen constructing the
laboratory apparatus It was made v.iy rigid la tbe horizontal
direction, 'therefore the vibrations in the horizontal plane
are very little affected by the flexibility of the mounting.
Thus the former case above ic the same as the critical speed
if the mounting were rigid. The latter case represents a com-
bination of the motion of the former case and the vertical
motion existing when the base is free to vibrate. ( !•# reference
2» page 2X2.)
Curve sheets 5 to 8 inclusive show that with the mounting
rigid there is in eaoh case a point in the nelghboorhood of 450
r.p.m. i*here the amplitude of the rotor increases. The actual
increase is slight, varying from l/lOO to 1/30 of an inch, and
hence would be of little practical importance. A possible explan-
ation for this increase in amplitude is found in reference 3»
article 19$ in which the author, itodola, discusses th*» effects
of the weight of the rotor, variable elasticity of the shaft,
and variable driving Impulse. Any or all of these effects are
applicable to the apparatus used for tost, moreover in the same
article ia mentions a situation practically the same as
that under consideration here for which he could find no reason
for the increase in tae amplitude of vsoration.
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First, to obtain values for the elastic constant of the
cantilever springs, the following values were read directly from
curve sheet 4:
f2 (force) a 180 lbs. d2 (deflection) * .193 Inch
f^ (force) * 10 lbs, dx (deflection) * «007 inch
difference * 170 lbs, difference * .191 inch
Therefore kg » 12£ * 390 lbs. per inch
In a similar manner the elastic constant for other lengths of
the cantilever springs and for the shaft were computed*
Points for the theoretical curves of curve sheets 1 and 2
were obtained by substituting the experimental values of K
and a series of arbitrary values of tf into equation 9 which
was derived in the rt derivation Of Equations "•
Thus ki • X06.6 k© • 890 K • 890 « 8.39
substituting this value of & and M - .1 Into equation 9,
% « \JfrU.100 + .839) t nJTTsXO t .872 + 1.678)
« 1.135 or (plotted on curve sheet 1)
The experimental data gave the following values from which
an experimental mmtrnTf for curve sheet 1 is obtained,
an. 9 .01^ m2 a .205 M « .0192 s .093*
Wa- 820 or 565 (from curve «heet 5)
u) » 740 (from curve sheet 5)
U^ * 1,11 or .765 (plotted on curve sheet 1)
To



















The <nmenelonlee» ooeffiolent of friction, > $ ii given
by ^llowln* f»xr>ro«8lon*
Y a /: m If *g /h^
It ~lr
Ui a)
b - 'cilcnt ?f viscoua c'
b£#)i i eucceejiv* affiplltaciea /a as
fats alue of V for the rotor when u^s ,0116 is oom<
puted **low«
h^ s .46 tnoh h^ s .421noh
h
x
/h? * 1,142 lo&e 1.142 s .1327
V 2 .1^7/3.1416 s .0422
Values of Y for the rotor with a different value of m±
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Values of r.p.au and corresponding amplitude of vibration
of the litvu i ;od in fractions of an inch,
tilever springs 2 1 -0" Jong








































































































































































































Values of Y found experimentally.
(Y « dimensionlesa coefficient of damping)
Cantilever springs Value of Y
1 foot 7 inches long .0915
2 feet inches long .0633
hotor
o»l s *0116 .0422
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